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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Cancer is a heterogeneous disease that is driven by oncogene activations such as genetic mutation, gene amplification, chromosomal rearrangement, and transposable elements\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref001]--[@pcbi.1007520.ref003]\]. During tumor progression, the majority of detected altered genes are passengers that do not contribute to the oncogenic process, but a small fraction of genomic and transcriptomic altered genes are known as driver genes that modify transcriptional programs and therefore drive and sustain tumor progression from healthy state to disease state. Many bioinformatics tools for driver gene identification with multi-dimensional genomic data have been developed recently. To our best understanding, we categorized these approaches into two groups according to their significant features. (i) The driver gene identification methods in large cohorts, such as mutation frequency-based methods and machine learning-based methods. The mutation frequency-based methods mainly identify the drive genes by finding significantly mutated genes whose mutation rates are significantly higher than the background mutation rate \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref004], [@pcbi.1007520.ref005]\]. Due to tumor heterogeneity, constructing a reliable background mutation model is difficult, which limits the performance of frequency-based methods. On the other hand, the machine learning-based methods can be developed for any specific tasks depending on the available training data designed as pathogenic or neutral, but they have a few applications due to the probable incompleteness of their referred databases \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref006], [@pcbi.1007520.ref007]\]. (ii) The driver gene identification methods for individual patients. These methods such as SCS \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref008]\], DawnRank \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref009]\] assume that cancer is a complex disease with many changes altered at the network level and identify personalized driver genes by integrating personalized genetic data of an individual patient and the reference gene (or protein) interaction data. Although these methods have been successfully used for prioritizing cancer driver genes, the ultimate goal of discovering a complete catalog of driver genes indeed associated with individual patients is far from being achieved. Therefore, new and efficient computational models and methods are urgently needed to identify personalized driver genes for understanding tumor heterogeneity in cancer.

Recently, with the development of network science, structure-based network control methods of exploiting structural controllability of complex networks have offered powerful mathematical frameworks to understand diverse biological systems at a network level \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref010]\]. So far, the structure-based network control methods which aim to find a minimum set of driver nodes for steering the states of large-scale networks to the desired states can be mainly divided into two categories according to the network styles. One focuses on the directed (or non-symmetrical) networks, and the other focuses on the undirected (or symmetrical) networks. For directed networks, some linear or local nonlinear structural control tools based on Maximum Matching Sets (MMS) are developed to identify the minimum number of driver nodes that need to be injected by external signals to achieve the desired control objectives \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref011]--[@pcbi.1007520.ref013]\]. Although those MMS based structural network control tools have many applications in bio-molecular systems \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref008], [@pcbi.1007520.ref014], [@pcbi.1007520.ref015]\], those tools may only give an incomplete view of the network control properties for a system with nonlinear dynamics. Recently, the method of Feedback Vertex Set (FVS)-based control (FC) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref016], [@pcbi.1007520.ref017]\] is proposed to control the large-scale networks in a reliable and nonlinear manner, where the network structure is prior known and the functional form of the governing equations is not specified, but it must satisfy some properties. Within such a scheme, a Directed FVS-based control method (DFVS) is applied to control the directed networks by identifying the source nodes and FVS nodes as the driver nodes \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref018]\]. The above approaches only focus on the mainly linear or nonlinear dynamics of the directed networks. There are few approaches to investigate the structural controllability of the undirected networks. For example, the method of Minimum Dominating Sets (MDS) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref019]\] investigates the structural controllability of the undirected networks. Since it works with the strong assumption that the controllers can control its outgoing links independently, MDS requires higher costs in many kinds of networks which may underestimate the structural controllability of undirected networks. Therefore, efficient methods need to be developed for studying the structural controllability of the undirected networks.

Considering above facts together, structure-based network control methods can help the personalized driver genes identification in cancer propagation, but they cannot be directly applied to the personalized driver genes identification of individual patients. This is primarily due to a gap between the structure based network control methods and the applications in the personalized patient system. The rate-limiting step of structure based network control methods is that efficient methods are not available to obtain personalized state transition networks that capture the phenotypic transitions between healthy and disease states. We addressed the limitation by introducing a novel personalized network control model (PNC), which sheds light on the cancer transition network between a disease state and a healthy state by employing the network control principle on the personalized genetic data of individual patients. PNC consists of the following two steps: (i) construct a personalized state transition network for characterizing the state transition of each individual during cancer progression and (ii) design structure control method on the personalized state transition network. That is, we firstly developed a paired single sample network construction method (namely, Paired-SSN) to construct the personalized state transition network for capturing the phenotype transitions between normal state and tumor state through the integration of the expression data and gene/protein interaction network. The personalized state transition network is a graph in which nodes represent genes, and edges denote the significant co-expression difference between normal state and tumor state in the gene interaction network. Then, on the personalized state transition networks, we designed a novel structure based network control method (namely NCUA) according to the FC theory to drive a complex undirected network with nonlinear dynamics from initial attractor to desired attractor through perturbation to a feasible subset of driver nodes.

By our PNC method, the wide experimental results from 13 kinds of cancer datasets in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) demonstrate that: Considering the Cancer Census Genes (CCG) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref020]\] and Network of Cancer Genes (NCG) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref021]\] as the gold-standard of cancer driver genes, PNC performs better in terms of the F-measures for identifying the cancer driver genes on multiple cancer datasets than nine cancer driver genes focus methods (i.e., DriverML \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref007]\], SCS \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref008]\], DawnRank \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref009]\], MutSigCV \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref022]\], ActiveDriver \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref023]\], DriverNet \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref024]\], OncoDriveFM \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref025]\], SSN \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref026]\] and Mutation frequency based method) and four traditional personalized driver genes focus methods (i.e., three Differential expression genes identification methods and Hub genes selection method).Each part of the PNC model (Paired-SSN and NCUA) has been examined to be efficient. The F-measures of NCUA method for identifying the personalized driver genes enriched in CCG and NCG genes would be higher when Paired-SSN rather than LIONESS and SSN is used. When Paired-SSN is used for constructing the personalized state transition network, NCUA can more effectively improve the performance than other network control methods, in terms of the F-measures for identifying the personalized driver genes that are enriched in the CCG and NCG genes.The effect of different gene interaction networks on the performance of PNC is also evaluated. The results on multiple gene interaction networks indicate that a proper reference gene interaction network is a key factor for PNC on identifying cancer driver genes and more complete and higher quality gene interaction information would improve PNC\'s prediction power.To quantify the effect of network structure on personalized controllability, we used the connected component (CC) of each personalized state transition network to determine the network parameters of individual patient system and gave the relationship between personalized controllability and network structure on different cancer datasets. The results on multiple cancer data sets indicate that the more heterogeneous the degree distribution of constructed personalized state transition network is, the easier it is to control the entire system.By analyzing the statistic information of individual specific sub-networks of *TP53*, we found that PNC is able to explore the candidate driver genes with low differential expression fold change and low mutation frequency by their network and structural characteristics. Therefore, our PNC model provides a new powerful tool for identifying the personalized driver genes of individual patients and gives novel insights for understanding tumor heterogeneity in cancer.

Results {#sec002}
=======

An overview of PNC model {#sec003}
------------------------

Cancer can be perceived as a dysfunction of molecular networks that regulate molecular communications and cellular processes. To understand cancer progression, we need to understand the dynamics of these networks with respect to control theory \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref027]\]. By considering the gene expression profiles in normal and tumor samples as the respective state for a given patient and applying adequate knowledge of the network structure, structure based network control tools aim to detect a small number of genes that are altered in response to input signals and trigger a state transition in individual patients. The application of structure based network control methods for personalized driver genes identification requires two key steps, i.e., (i) to construct personalized state transition networks which are involved in the state transition during disease development for each patient and (ii) to design the optimal network control methods based on the structure of the personalized state transition network. As a result, PNC model consists of two main parts ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1007520.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The first part is that a new Paired-SSN method rather than an original SSN \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref026]\] was developed to obtain the personalized state transition networks by using matched expression information of normal and tumor samples of an individual patient and gene interaction network. For an individual patient, we obtained co-expression p-value of the interaction edges for normal sample and tumor sample respectively by using SSN. Based on the co-expression p-value of the interaction edges for normal sample and tumor sample, the personalized state transition network was constructed. In the personalized state transition network, the edge between gene *i* and gene *j* will exist if co-expression p-value of the interaction edge is less than (greater than) 0.05 for the tumor sample but greater than (less than) 0.05 for the normal sample. Therefore a personalized state transition network represents which gene pairs are significant difference between normal sample and tumor sample of an individual patient.

![Overview of personalized network control model (PNC) for identifying personalized driver genes.\
(a) The motivation of PNC. By integrating sample specific network theory and structure based network control theory, a small number of personalized driver genes that are altered in response to oncogene activations is detected for triggering the state transition of an individual patient from the healthy state to the disease state at expression level. The main consideration of PNC is to design methods for i) constructing personalized state transition networks to capture the phenotypic transitions between healthy and disease states / attractors, and ii) developing network control method on personalized state transition networks where we identify personalized driver genes for driving individual system in cancer from normal attractor to disease attractor through oncogene activation. **(b)** The main workflow of PNC. Our PNC consists of two main parts. One is a paired single sample network construction method (Paired-SSN), which we used to construct personalized state transition networks. In these networks, edges denote the significant difference of gene interactions between normal sample and tumor sample of an individual patient. For the second part of PNC, we designed a novel nonlinear structural control method (namely, NCUA) for identifying personalized driver genes. This was done to ensure that the state in the personalized state transition network would asymptotically be changed from normal state to disease state through oncogene activations.](pcbi.1007520.g001){#pcbi.1007520.g001}

And the second part is to design a novel [N]{.ul}onlinear structural [C]{.ul}ontrol [U]{.ul}ndirected network based [A]{.ul}lgorithm (NCUA) for identifying the personalized driver genes. For NCUA method, we assumed that each edge in an undirected network is bi-directional (feedback loop) and constructed a new bipartite graph from the original undirected network. In bipartite graph, the nodes of top side are the nodes of original graph and the nodes of the bottom side are the edges of the original graph. To identify the minimum driver nodes, we adopted an equivalent optimization procedure for obtaining the minimum dominating nodes in the up side to cover the bottom side nodes in the bipartite graph. Of note, we used a gene interaction network from literature \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref009]\] by integrating multiple types of datasets, including Mutual Exclusivity Modules (MEMo) in cancer \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref028], [@pcbi.1007520.ref029]\], Reactome \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref030]\], NCI-Nature Curated PID \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref031]\] and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref032]\]. Such gene interaction network consists of 11,648 genes and 211,794 interactions. Those interactions consist of gene-interaction from multiple high-quality sources such as protein interactions, gene co-expressions, TF-target interactions, protein domain interactions, text-mined interactions, etc. The integrated networks with 211,794 interactions are listed in **[S1 File](#pcbi.1007520.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**.

Biological intuition of PNC model {#sec004}
---------------------------------

The biological system in an individul patient is generally a nonlinear dynamical system. From the dynamics point of view, gene expressions are variables of such a system and may be different if measured at different time points for the same patient. In contrast, it is transcriptional networks that thus result in the measured gene expression pattern and determine the state transition of an individual patient in caner development. The state transition networks or transcriptional networks of an individul patient can more reliably characterize the biological system of the individual patient. The biological interpretation of personalized state transition network represents which gene pairs are involved in the disease development for each patient.

Thus it is important to reconstruct the personalized state transition networks using the personalized genetic data (e.g., expression profiles). Currently most of the studies for exploiting gene regulation, such as the Single Sample Network (SSN) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref026]\] and Linear Interpolation to Obtain Network Estimates for Single Samples(LIONESS) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref033]\], can describe the dynamic gene regulation for an individual patient. But they ignore normal sample information of an individual patient and consequently and they yield many false-positive calls for constructing personalized state transition network. Therefore to construct the personalized state transition network for each patient, we designed Paired-SSN method based on sample specific network theory (SSN) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref026]\] for characterizing significant difference of gene pairs between normal sample and tumor sample of an individual patient. In [Fig 2](#pcbi.1007520.g002){ref-type="fig"}, we gave some examples how to apply Paired-SSN for constructing the personalized state transition network based on the expression data of two cancer patients (TCGA.EJ.7781).Then based structure based network control theory, we developed NCUA method to identify driver genes for driving the whole personalized state transition network state of an individual patient from the normal attractor to disease attractor. From the structure based network control respective, the personalized driver genes on the personalized state transition network of an individual patient are the altered nodes/genes in response to input signals which can trigger the state transition of the whole network. The input signals may be oncogene activation signals such as a genetic mutation, gene amplification, a chromosomal rearrangement, or transposable elements. The "controllers" in PNC model for identifying personalized driver genes are the genetic or environment factors which produce the oncogene activation signals. Therefore the biological interpretation of the PNC model is to identify personalized driver genes which can trigger the state transition of the individual system from normal attractor to disease attractor in response to oncogene activation signals.

![Overview of Paired-SSN for constructing personalized state transition networks.\
For a given cancer patient, TCGA.EJ.7781 in Prostate Adenocarcinoma (PRAD) cancer data, we chose the expression data of all normal samples in PRAD as the reference data and respectively constructed the co-expression network of tumor sample (white color) and normal sample (green color) with the reference data by using SSN method. Then the personalized state transition network was constructed where the nodes represent the genes and edges denote the significant difference of gene interactions between normal sample and tumor sample of an individual patient in the disease development. Here we showed the individual specific sub-networks related with driver gene TP53 which contain its first-order neighboring genes as an example in this Fig.](pcbi.1007520.g002){#pcbi.1007520.g002}

Performance comparisons of PNC with current state-of-the-art methods for identifying cancer driver genes {#sec005}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify personalized driver genes, we collected paired samples (a normal sample and a tumor sample) from each individual. Here we used cancer datasets which contained enough normal-disease paired samples (\>20 paired samples) in TCGA for the case study. By searching TCGA, 13 cancer datasets met the requirements, i.e., the datasets for breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), kidney chromophobe (KICH) and kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC), kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma (KIRP), liver hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC), stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD), uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma(UCEC), Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma (HNSC), Prostate Adenocarcinoma (PRAD) and Thyroid Papillary Carcinoma (THCA). For more information, see S1 Table of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. On the 13 cancer datasets, the identified cancer driver genes annotated in the CCG and NCG were adopted to compute the F-measure scores (Methods) for assessing the performance of different methods. In total, we collected 616 cancer census genes and 711 known cancer genes from CCG and NCG gene lists (**[S3 File](#pcbi.1007520.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**).

In the method comparisons, PNC selects the cancer driver genes which have high frequency (\>0.8) among all the patients on each cancer data sets. From [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007520.g003){ref-type="fig"}, we found that the F-measures of PNC would be higher than 9 methods on gene mutation data (i.e., DriverML \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref007]\], SCS \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref008]\], DawnRank \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref009]\], MutSigCV \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref022]\], ActiveDriver \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref023]\], DriverNet \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref024]\], OncoDriveFM \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref025]\], SSN \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref026]\] and Mutation frequency method) and 4 methods on gene expression data (i.e., DEG-FoldChange, DEG-p-value, DEG-FDR and Hub genes selection method) on 13 cancer datasets. We showed the predicted driver genes list of different methods in **[S4 File](#pcbi.1007520.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. We obtained the cancer driver genes of DriverML \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref007]\], SCS \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref008]\], and SSN \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref026]\] from their provided driver genes list. We obtained the driver genes in DawnRank \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref009]\], MutSigCV\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref022]\], ActiveDriver \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref023]\], DriverNet\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref024]\], OncodriverFM\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref025]\], and from the DriverDBv2 database \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref034]\]. Besides, the DEG-FoldChange selects the personalized driver genes by calculating the fold-change between the normal sample and tumor sample (\|log2(fold-change)\|\>1). DEG-p-value and DEG-FDR select the personalized driver genes by respectively calculating the p-value and FDR (\<0.05) between a cancer tumor sample and a group of control samples. Hub genes selection method regards hub genes in the constructed network as cancer driver genes (Methods). All the above methods ran the same TCGA datasets according to their manuals.

![The significant enrichment F-scores of PNC and other methods for identifying cancer driver genes.](pcbi.1007520.g003){#pcbi.1007520.g003}

The influence of different single sample network construction methods {#sec006}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition, to demonstrate the advantage of Paired-SSN over other methods for constructing personalized state transition networks, we also evaluated the performance of LIONESS and SSN on the same cancer datasets. Different from Paired-SSN, SSN considers the tumor sample network directly as the personalized state transition network. The tumor sample network is constructed by quantifying the differential network between the tumor sample and a group of normal samples. Meanwhile, LIONESS (Linear Interpolation to Obtain Network Estimates for Single Samples) \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref033]\] constructs the personalized state transition networks by calculating the edge statistical significance between all tumor samples and the tumor samples without a given single sample (Methods). To guarantee a fair comparison with the SSN and Paired-SSN methods, we used the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) in LIONESS according to its original instruction \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref033]\]. To filter the noise of PCC correlation in the personalized state transition networks, the previously mentioned gene interaction network in Paired-SSN was also used during LIONESS and SSN analysis.

Based on the personalized state transition networks constructed by LIONESS, SSN and Paired-SSN respectively, we applied the NCUA method for identifying the personalized driver genes ([Fig 4A](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"}). From [Fig 4A](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we found that considering the CCG and NCG genes as current gold-standard of cancer driver genes, the F-measures of NCUA would be higher when Paired-SSN networks rather than LIONESS and original SSN were used. Therefore, in contrast to other personalized state transition network inferred by other traditional methods such as SSN and LIONESS, Paired-SSN can include more information of individual patients and is suitable for the construction of personalized state transition networks in this work.

![The performance evaluation of different single sample network construction methods and network control methods.\
(a) The significant enrichment F-scores of NCUA on personalized state transition networks constructed by Paired-SSN (the first step of our PNC), SSN and LIONESS. (b)The enrichment F-scores of NCUA (the second step of our PNC) and other structure based network control methods (MMS and MDS and DFVS) on the paired SSN networks (the first step of our PNC) in the list of CCG and NCG genes. (c) The enrichment F-scores of PNC with gene interaction network used in this work (Network 1) and other references (Network 2, Network 3) and the gene interaction network from STRING data set (scores\>900) (Network 4) and the gene interaction network with top 10000 high scores from STRING data set (Network 5) and our filleted reliable gene interaction network (Network 6) and our filleted unreliable gene interactions network (Network 7).](pcbi.1007520.g004){#pcbi.1007520.g004}

The influence of different network control methods {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------------

Furthermore, to evaluate the efficiency of NCUA, we gave computational comparisons in terms of F-measures for identifying personalized driver genes enriched in CCG and NCG genes between NCUA and other methods including MMS (full control)\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref011]\], DFVS\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref018]\] and MDS\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref019]\] ([Fig 4B](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We should note that for MDS and NCUA, the personalized state transition network is an undirected graph in which the directed information of reference gene interaction is not used. From [Fig 4B](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we can find that F-measures of NCUA are significantly higher than those of MMS, MDS and DFVS methods on multiple cancer datasets, so that NCUA could efficiently identify personalized driver genes in this study.

The influence of different reference networks {#sec008}
---------------------------------------------

Furthermore, to estimate the effect of the reference network adopted in PNC, we also used other gene interaction networks as the reference networks, including gene interaction network collected in reference \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref014]\] (Network 2), and reference \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref035]\] (Network 3) and gene interaction networks from STRING data set (<https://string-db.org/>) (Network 4). By integrating multiple types of datasets, including Reactome \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref030]\], NCI-Nature Curated PID \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref031]\] and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref032]\], the Network 2 consists of 5959 genes and 108,281 edges. For the Network 3, 6513 genes and 19,955 synthetic lethal gene pairs were collected the Synthetic Lethality Database (<https://omictools.com/synlethdb-tool>). By choosing the edge scores higher than 900 from STRING, the Network 4 consists of 12,272 proteins (genes) and 505,116 edges with confidence scores. We also tested the performance of our method on a simulated network with by choosing the top 10, 000 high quality interactions from STRING data set (Network 5). The gene interaction network with 211,794 interactions used in this study is named as Network 1. The performance of PNC with five kinds of gene interaction networks on the 13 cancer datasets were shown in [Fig 4**C**](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"}. From [Fig 4C](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we can see that Network 1 with 211,974 interactions with more complete and higher quality gene interaction information would improve PNC\'s prediction power.

To further demonstrate the effect of the gene interaction data on PNC, we firstly collected co-expression edges, the literature-derived interactions, and predicted interactions from the 211,794 interactions \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref028]--[@pcbi.1007520.ref030], [@pcbi.1007520.ref036]\], which are noted as unreliable interactions. We removed those unreliable gene interactions and retained 104,153 reliable edges. The reliable interactions (Network 6) and the unreliable interactions (Network 7) are listed in **[S5](#pcbi.1007520.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pcbi.1007520.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} files**. We identified the cancer driver genes in 13 cancer data sets by using PNC on Network 1, Network 6 and Network 7 and computed the F-measures for assessing the performance of these three networks (Figs [4C](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pcbi.1007520.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The results in Figs [4C](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pcbi.1007520.g005){ref-type="fig"} can be concluded as, The overall F-measure of Network 6 is higher than that of Network 1 and Network 7 ([Fig 4C](#pcbi.1007520.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the F-measure of Network 6 on COAD, KICH, STAD, THCA, PRAD and HNSC cancer dataset are significantly higher than that of Network 1 while on other cancer datasets, the F-measure of Network 6 is close to that of Network 1 ([Fig 5](#pcbi.1007520.g005){ref-type="fig"}). These results show that removing the unreliable interactions can help to identify more accurate cancer driver genes for some cancer data sets.The variance of F-measure on Network 1 is rather larger than that of on Network 6 and Network 7. These results show that the integrated gene interaction data would lead to biased predictions, and the filtered reliable network can improve the predictive performance.

![The F-measures on different cancer data sets by using PNC on gene interaction network used in this work (Network 1) and our filleted reliable gene interaction network (Network 6) and our filleted unreliable gene interactions network (Network 7).](pcbi.1007520.g005){#pcbi.1007520.g005}

The above results show that removing the unreliable interactions can help to identify more accurate cancer driver genes for some cancer data sets. Therefore, a proper reference gene interaction network is a key factor for PNC on identifying cancer driver genes. In the future, we should apply PNC in broad applications by using the reliable interactions among the intensively collected interactions.

Statistic analysis of the personalized driver genes identified by PNC {#sec009}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In fact, PNC provides a set of personalized driver genes for each patient. For a given cancer dataset, by calculating the frequency of genes that appear as the personalized driver genes among a group of patients, we defined high-frequency personalized driver genes (*fh*\>0.6), medium-frequency personalized driver genes (0.3\<*fm*≤ 0.6), and low-frequency personalized driver genes (*fl*≤ 0.3). In [Fig 6A](#pcbi.1007520.g006){ref-type="fig"}, we gave the fractions of high-frequency personalized driver genes (yellow), medium-frequency personalized driver genes (red), and low-frequency personalized driver genes (blue) on 13 cancer datasets. [Fig 6A](#pcbi.1007520.g006){ref-type="fig"} revealed that different cancer datasets had different distributions for personalized driver genes among groups of patients. For example, in the PRAD cancer dataset, the high-frequency personalized driver genes accounted for the majority (\>60%); however in the UCEC cancer dataset, the high-frequency personalized driver genes accounted for a minority (\<20%). These results demonstrated that the heterogeneity of personalized driver genes varied in different cancer datasets, reflecting the tumor heterogeneity on the level of driver gene profiles.

![Statistic analysis of the personalized driver genes.\
(a) The fractions of high-frequency personalized driver genes (yellow, *fh*), medium-frequency personalized driver genes (red, *fm*), and low-frequency personalized driver genes (blue, *fl*) on 13 cancer datasets. (b) The fraction of personalized driver genes in CCG and NCG with low mutation frequency and high mutation frequency respectively on 13 kinds of cancer data.](pcbi.1007520.g006){#pcbi.1007520.g006}

It is widely accepted that driver genes have high mutation frequency, which is called "long tail of rarely mutated genes" \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref037]\]. To demonstrate the ability of discovering the driver genes with rare mutation frequency, we firstly obtained the single nucleotide variations (SNVs) data of 13 kinds of cancer datasets from TCGA. We then divided the personalized driver genes within CCG and NCG genes into driver genes with rare mutation frequency (0\<frequency\<0.05) and high mutation frequency (frequency\>0.05) respectively. Finally we calculated the fraction of personalized driver genes with rare mutation frequency and high mutation frequency respectively on 13 kinds of cancer data as shown in [Fig 6B](#pcbi.1007520.g006){ref-type="fig"}. Results in [Fig 6B](#pcbi.1007520.g006){ref-type="fig"} show that PNC tends to discover personalized driver genes with rare mutation frequency on most of cancer datasets. Of note, the fraction of the driver genes with rare mutation frequency and high mutation frequency are similar on UCEC and STAD cancer datasets.

The enrichment performance evaluation of the personalized driver genes identified by PNC {#sec010}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further support the efficiency of PNC by statistic significance, the enrichment p-values of the predicted driver genes in CCG and NCG lists were evaluated for PNC as shown in [Fig 7](#pcbi.1007520.g007){ref-type="fig"}. The enrichment p-values were calculated by using the hyper geometric test \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref038]\], representing the significance of the CCG / NCG driver genes rediscovered by PNC. The computational details were shown in section of Methods. From the results of [Fig 7](#pcbi.1007520.g007){ref-type="fig"}, we can see some interesting facts on tumor heterogeneity: i) for the CCG and NCG lists, the enrichment p-values of PNC vary in different cancer datasets. For example, for COAD, PRAD, THCA and HNSC cancer dataset, not all patients have significant enrichment results ([Fig 7](#pcbi.1007520.g007){ref-type="fig"}). ii) But for other cancer datasets such as BRCA, KICH, LUAD and UCEC cancer datasets, the personalized driver genes are significant enriched in CCG and NCG genes (p-value\<0.05) for all patients by using the PNC method ([Fig 7](#pcbi.1007520.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

![The p-value of personalized driver genes enriched in CCG and NCG genes on 13 kinds of cancer data.\
The red line denotes the significant threshold value 0.05.](pcbi.1007520.g007){#pcbi.1007520.g007}

Novel insights for understanding tumor heterogeneity in cancer by PNC {#sec011}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To illustrate the above demonstrated tumor heterogeneity in various types of cancer, we used the individual specific sub-networks related with driver gene *TP53* and its first-order network neighboring genes as an example. By integrating the sub-networks of patients on each cancer data set, we obtained the statistic information of individual specific sub-networks of *TP53* including frequency as personalized driver genes, the SNVs mutation frequency, mean differential expression fold change (the absolute value of log2 fold change between normal expression data and tumor expression data), and mean network degree in individual specific sub-networks ([Table 1](#pcbi.1007520.t001){ref-type="table"}). We can see that i) although *TP53* has different mutation frequency in multiple cancer data sets, PNC identified *TP53* having high driver frequency in most of cancer data sets. This result demonstrates that PNC is able to predict individual driver genes for cancer solely based on gene expression without DNA sequence information; ii) *TP53* has low differential expression fold change (\|log2(fold-change)\|\<1) in some cancer data sets (COAD, KIRP, LUSC, STAD, THCA and PRAD) but has high average network degree so as to be hub gene. This result demonstrates that even when the candidate driver genes are hidden in transcription profiles, they can still be explored by their network and structural characteristics, e.g. by PNC.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007520.t001

###### The statistic information of individual specific sub-networks of TP53 in cancer.

![](pcbi.1007520.t001){#pcbi.1007520.t001g}

  Cancer   Driver frequency   Mutation Frequency   Mean Fold change   Mean degree
  -------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ -------------
  BRCA     1                  0.3111               9.5347             380.32
  COAD     0.92               0.4870               0.2095             38.98
  LUAD     1                  0.4608               10.8065            387.49
  LUSC     1                  0.8202               5.3138             339.75
  KICH     1                  0.3333               23.9574            400.52
  KIRC     1                  0.0160               1.0044             176.08
  KIRP     1                  0.0248               0.1905             243.41
  LIHC     1                  0.3181               8.8303             389.20
  UCEC     1                  0.2862               11.3241            359.39
  STAD     1                  0.4775               0.0036             224.71
  THCA     1                  0.0074               0.3888             147.87
  PRAD     0.9423             0.0692               0.6188             147.40
  HNSC     1                  0.7347               1.2537             152.72

Next we computed the p-value of the individual-specific *TP53* sub-networks enriching in the KEGG pathways by using the hyper-geometric test (Methods). By integrating the individual-specific pathways in 13 cancer data sets, we obtain the cancer pathways with its patient frequency in multiple cancer data sets. All enriched pathways in 13 cancer data sets are listed in **[S7 File](#pcbi.1007520.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. We found that 44 pathways which appeared in all 13 cancer data sets and 45.45% of them were reported to be related with cancer in previous biological observations. The detail results were listed in **[S8 File](#pcbi.1007520.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. In [Fig 8](#pcbi.1007520.g008){ref-type="fig"} we showed the patient frequency value of these confident common pathways in 13 cancer data sets. We can see that i) most of these pathways are observed in only a little fraction of the patients in COAD; ii) *cell cycle pathway* is enriched in most of patients in 12 cancer data sets (except COAD), demonstrating that cell cycle genes are regulated by TP53 in most of cancer patients; ii) *Adherens junction pathway* are enriched in most of patients (69.38%) for LUSC cancer data set while it is enriched in small number of patients (\<50%) for other cancer data sets. These results demonstrate that there are even different tumor heterogeneity for the same pathway in different cancer types. Therefore, our PNC is capable to reveal some novel insights into understanding the tumor heterogeneity in cancer.

![Heat map of the patient frequency (different colors) of these 20 intersected pathways in 13 cancer data sets which was previous reported in other literatures.](pcbi.1007520.g008){#pcbi.1007520.g008}

Controllability evaluation of individual patient system by using PNC {#sec012}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To quantify the personalized controllability of individual patient system, we defined controllability as follows, $$Controllability = \left\| D \right\|/\left\| V \right\|,$$ where ‖*D*‖ denotes the number of driver nodes and ‖*V*‖ denotes the number of connected nodes in the network. In [Eq 1](#pcbi.1007520.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the smaller the value of *controllability* is, the more easily the personalized state transition network will be controlled. The personalized controllability of PNC on 13 cancer datasets from TCGA are shown in [Fig 9A](#pcbi.1007520.g009){ref-type="fig"}. We can find that the personalized controllability of individual patients varies in different cancer datasets. For example, the personalized controllability in COAD cancer data is less than 0.4, while the personalized controllability in LUSC is larger than 0.5.

![Controllability evaluation of individual patient system by using PNC.\
(a) Box plot with the distribution of the personalized controllability in 13 cancer datasets. (b) Heat map of the personalized controllability (different colors) which is as a function of the average degree and power law degree exponent.](pcbi.1007520.g009){#pcbi.1007520.g009}

To demonstrate the relationship between personalized controllability and network structure, we firstly obtained the connected component (CC) of each personalized state transition network and then used the CC network to determine the degree exponent γ by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref039]\]. More computational details are shown in Supplementary Note 4 of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. The network parameters in each CC on different cancer datasets including number of nodes, average degree and degree exponent are presented in **[S9 File](#pcbi.1007520.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. Finally in [Fig 9B](#pcbi.1007520.g009){ref-type="fig"} we gave the controllability (defined in [Eq 1](#pcbi.1007520.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) of personalized state transition networks which are significantly subject to the power-law distribution (i.e., the p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test is greater than 0.05) as a function of the average degree and power law degree exponent. From [Fig 9B](#pcbi.1007520.g009){ref-type="fig"}, we also found that the personalized state transition networks with smaller values of the average degree and power law degree exponent would be easier to control. That is, the more heterogeneous the degree distribution of a personalized state transition network is, the easier it will be to control the entire system.

To more clearly explain how network parameters affect the controllability, we applied NCUA on multiple synthetic scale-free (SF) networks \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref040]\], as shown in S1 Fig of [S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In S1 (a) Fig of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**, we showed that for γ \< 2, the minimum number of input nodes increases as γ increases, while the minimum number of input nodes does not depend on the average degree \<*k*\>. However, if the value of γ is above 2, the minimum number of input nodes is governed by both γ and \<*k*\>. Furthermore, SF networks with a large value of γ above 2 or large value of \<*k*\> are hard to control, as shown in S1 (a) Fig of [S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In S2 Fig of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**, we listed the minimum number of input nodes in the function of the network size for a fixed degree exponent with γ = 1.4, 1.6 and γ = 2.4, 2.6. We found that the minimum number of input nodes decreases with the increasing network size for γ \< 2, while for γ \> 2, the minimum number of input nodes is not affected by the network size. These results are complemented by S1 (b-c) Fig of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**, where it shows that, compared with the Erdös-Rényi random networks (ER), only fewer nodes are needed to control the entire network if the power law degree exponent γ is smaller than 3, whereas it is more difficult to controlled with a value of γ above 3. These results give insight into heterogeneous networks (γ\<3) will be easier to control with the minimum number of driver nodes than the homogeneous networks (γ\>3). The more heterogeneous an SF network degree distribution is, the easier it is to control the entire system. Those simulation results match well with the results of our analysis results in cancer. More details are shown in Supplementary note 3 and Supplementary Note 5 of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**.

Discussion {#sec013}
==========

Cancer is known as a disease mainly caused by gene alterations. Identification of driver genes is a key point of focus in cancer genomics. Computational models and methods are required to prioritize biologically efficient driver genes dependent on cancer high-throughput sequencing data. However, few methods can efficiently distinguish the personalized driver genes that change the state of genes in each patient. Here, we propose PNC from structure based network control perspective to identify personalized driver genes in cancer. PNC considers how to construct the personalized state transition network capturing the phenotype transitions between healthy and disease state through the utilize of Paired-SSN method and find the personalized driver genes on phenotype transitions by applying NCUA, which can control the individual from the normal attractor to the disease attractor.

To further demonstrate the advantage of our PNC, it has been employed to investigate cancer driver genes of cancer patients from TCGA by screening known driver genes in the CCG and NCG genes. We found that in contrast to current state-of-the-art methods, PNC shows a higher performance in identifying the cancer driver genes enriched in the CCG and NCG genes. Especially, PNC revealed that the personalized controllability vary in different cancer datasets and the more heterogeneous the degree distribution of personalized state transition network is, the easier it is to control the entire system. Furthermore, personalized driver genes can be explored by their network characteristics even when they are hidden in transcription and mutation profiles. In addition, we have validated that Paired-SSN has better performance for constructing personalized state transition networks compared with other methods, such as SSN and LIONESS. And NCUA is a better choice for the identification of cancer driver genes compared with other network control methods such as MMS (full control), MDS and DFVS. However, the efforts to achieve promising improvements for the utilization of NCUA approach are still ongoing. For example, NCUA does not consider multiple driver-node sets to control the network. From the perspective of identifying personalized driver genes, the application of NCUA may not be optimal, and this limitation may generate false-positive prediction results in the fields of biology and biomedicine. Therefore in the future it is worth studying how to find multiple driver nodes configurations in large-scale networks, which will benefit the application of structure based network control methods in diverse biology and biomedicine applications. Furthermore NCUA ignores the weight and direction information of network edges, causing a potential bottleneck in characterizing the edge control rather than only node control. Therefore, another important research direction will be the extension of our NCUA method to edge dynamics \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref041]\].

Methods {#sec014}
=======

Paired-SSN {#sec015}
----------

For the Paired-SSN method, the co-expression network of the tumor sample network or normal sample network for each patient is first constructed based on statistical perturbation analysis of one sample against a group of given reference samples (e.g., choosing the expression data of all normal samples of all patients in a given cancer data set as the reference data here) with the SSN method \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref026]\]. If the differential PCC (Δ*PCC*) of an edge is statistically significantly large based on the evaluation of the SSN method, this edge would be kept for the single sample (normal sample or tumor sample) from each patient. The p-value for an edge can be obtained from the statistical Z-value measuring Δ*PCC*. Of note, the Δ*PCC* of an edge between genes *i* and *j* and its significant Z-score are calculated using the following formula: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{Δ}PCC_{ij} = \left| {PCC_{ij}^{n + 1} - PCC_{ij}^{n}} \right|} \\
{Z_{ij} = \frac{\text{Δ}PCC_{ij}}{(1 - {(PCC_{ij}^{n})}^{2})/(n - 1)},} \\
\end{array}$$ where $PCC_{y}^{n}$ is the PCC of an edge between genes *i* and *j* in the reference network with *n* samples; and $PCC_{ij}^{n + 1}$ is the *PCC* of the edge between genes *i* and *j* in the perturbed network with one additional sample, given that this single sample (e.g. normal sample or tumor sample) for each patient is added to the reference sample group. All of the edges with significantly differential correlations (e.g., p-value \< 0.05) are used to constitute the SSN for one normal sample or tumor sample.

To illustrate that the sample-specific network theory can be applied in situations with limited numbers of patients, we generated two series of reference numbers. The length *n* of the two series (i.e. the number of the reference samples) was chose as 20, 50 and 100 and the correlation of the two series of numbers was a fixed value (*PCCn* = 0). Based on the generated two series of reference numbers, we randomly generated one series of two numbers (gene expression value of two genes for one sample) and obtain the distribution of Δ*PCCn*. The random simulation was repeated 2,000,000 times, where the value of Δ*PCCn* with a significant P-value of 0.05 in the two-tails area was selected from every distribution of simulation (S3 (d) Fig of [S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown in S3 (a-c) Fig of [S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the distribution of Δ*PCCn* follows a new type of distribution defined as volcano distribution, whose tail areas are similar to those of a normal distribution in a random condition. At the same time, the significant value of Δ*PCCn* with the P-value of 0.05 can also be obtained from [Eq 2](#pcbi.1007520.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"} (S3 (d) Fig of [S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The z-scores of Δ*PCCn* with the P-value of 0.05 for the random simulation and the theoretical calculation have little difference (S3 (d) Fig of [S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The above results well validates that SSN method can be suitable for situation with limited numbers of patients.

Then, the personalized differential co-expression network between the normal sample network and tumor sample network can be constructed in which the edge between gene *i* and gene *j* will exist if the *p*-value of the edge is less than (greater than) 0.05 in the tumor network but greater than (less than) 0.05 in the normal network for their corresponding patient. To more precisely demonstrate the regulatory mechanism of personalized state transition networks, we use the gene interaction network to filter the noise of PCC between gene pairs. Finally the personalized state transition networks are obtained in which edges exist in both the gene interaction network and the differential co-expression network for each patient.

LIONESS {#sec016}
-------

LIONESS reconstructs the individual specific network in a population of tumor samples as the personalized state transition network for each tumor sample \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref033]\]. LIONESS constructs the state transition network by calculating the edge statistical significance between all of the tumor samples and the tumor samples without a given single sample. In order to guarantee a fair comparison with SSN and Paired-SSN, we use PCC in LIONESS to model the sample-specific state transition network. The network specific to one sample in terms of the aggregate networks is then: $$e_{ij}^{q} = N_{s}(e_{ij}^{N_{s}} - e_{ij}^{N_{s} - q}) + e_{ij}^{N_{s} - q},$$ where $e_{ij}^{N_{s}}$ and $e_{ij}^{N_{s} - q}$ are the PCC values of gene pairs *i* and *j* in sample *n* and all but sample *q*, respectively; *N*~s~ is the number of the samples. To construct the sample-specific network, after we obtain the PCC absolute value distribution *S* of all gene pairs we choose a threshold to determine the differential expression edges in the sample-specific network as follows: $$w = \mu(S) + 2\delta(S),$$ where *μ*(*S*) and *δ*(*S*) are the mean and standard variance of the PCC absolute value distribution *S* of all gene pairs.

NCUA {#sec017}
----

In many biological systems, there is adequate knowledge of the underlying wiring diagram, but not of the specific functional forms \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref042], [@pcbi.1007520.ref043]\]. The real complex systems especially the biological systems usually have hundreds and thousands of nodes so that the classical control theory are prohibited \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref011]--[@pcbi.1007520.ref013]\]. From the dynamics point of view, it is transcriptional networks that thus determine the state transition of gene expressions of an individual patient at different time points in cancer development. To be specific, human fibroblasts could be reprogrammed into an induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), via adding four transcription factor POU5F1, SOX2, KLF4, and MYC to fibroblasts cells \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref044]\]. Indeed, transcriptional networks are composed of numerous nodes linked via a complex set of interactions, and the dynamical behavior are controlled by few number of driver nodes. To understand the system dynamical behavior, it is necessary to investigate the relationship between the structure and the dynamics of complex systems. Recently, structure-based network control approaches, which only should know whether there are edges or not in the networks, connects the structure with the dynamics of complex systems and gives us the ability to steer the states of complex systems to the desired states through a minimum set of driver nodes \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref011]\]. The structure-based network control approaches are useful for complex biological networks because we usually know structures of them but do not know the specific interaction strengths. In past decades, the focus is shifting to the methods for studying the structure-based network control of systems with nonlinear dynamics \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref045]--[@pcbi.1007520.ref047]\]. Recently, the method of Feedback Vertex Set (FVS)-based control (FC) method \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref016], [@pcbi.1007520.ref017]\] has been successfully applied to large scale complex biological networks with known network topologies but without knowing the nonlinear dynamical equations that govern their state transition. It only requires the functional form of the governing equations to satisfy some continuous, dissipative, and decaying properties. To drive the state of a network to any one of its naturally occurring end states (i.e., dynamical attractors), FC needs to manipulate a set of nodes (i.e., the FVS) that intersects every feedback loop in the network. Under the FC framework, DFVS is proposed to study the structural control problem of directed networks, by selecting a minimum set of driver nodes to render a directed network structural controllable, which has been recently discussed \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref018]\].

DFVS assumes that the state of the nodes in a directed network, characterized by source nodes *s*~*j*~(*t*) and internal nodes *x*~*i*~ (*t*), obeys the following equations: $$\begin{array}{l}
{dx_{i}/dt = F_{i}(x_{i},I_{i},t),} \\
{ds_{j}/dt = G_{j}(t)} \\
\end{array},$$ where *I*~*i*~ is a set of predecessor nodes of node *i*, *F*~*i*~ captures the nonlinear response of node *i* to its predecessor nodes *I*~*i*~, and *G*~*j*~ governs the nonlinear response of source node *s*~*i*~.

If the undirected networks are considered as bi-directional networks, there are no source nodes in the undirected network nodes. Therefore [Eq 5](#pcbi.1007520.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"} of an undirected network *G* (*V*, *E*), is reduced to, $$dx_{i}/dt = F_{i}(x_{i},I_{i}),$$ where *x*~*i*~ denotes the state variable of the *i*-th node at time *t* in undirected networks, *I*~*i*~ is a set of neighborhood nodes of node *i*, and *F*~*i*~ captures the nonlinear response of node *i* to its neighborhood nodes in undirected networks.

In fact, the selection of driver nodes may be dependent on the network style (directed or undirected). Motivated by this fact, under the FC framework we formalized the Nonlinear structural Control problem of the Undirected networks (NCU), i.e., how to choose the minimum set of driver nodes for changing the network state from one attractor to the desired attractor in large-scale networks with symmetric edges information. More details can be found in Supplementary Note 1 of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. Here we develop a graphic-theoretic algorithm called Nonlinear Control of Undirected network Algorithm (NCUA) under the nonlinear FC framework for determining the minimum driver nodes in undirected networks. Since NCUA and DFVS study the structural network control of undirected and directed biological networks respectively based on the framework of FC, therefore NCUA and DFVS methods completely depict the structure based network control of the large scale system with nonlinear dynamics from the respective of FC.

By assuming that each bi-directional edge is considered as a feedback loop, our NCUA searches the sets of minimum nodes whose removal leaves the graph without edges in undirected networks ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1007520.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The implementation of NCUA consists of two main steps: (i) constructing a bipartite graph from the original undirected network, in which the nodes of the top side are the nodes of the original graph and the nodes of the bottom side are the edges of the original graph, and (ii) determining the MDS of the top side nodes to cover the bottom side nodes in the bipartite graph by using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). The computational details are as follows,

The NCUA firstly construct a bipartite graph from the original undirected network. For a given undirected network *G* (*V*, *E*), we assume that each edge is bi-direct, converting *G* (*V*, *E*) into a bipartite graph *G* (*V*~T~,*V*~⊥~,*E*~1~), where *V*~T~≡*V* and *V*~⊥~≡*E*. If *v*~*i*~*∈V*~T~ was one of the nodes for *v*~*j*~*∈V*~⊥~, we added one edge connecting *v*~*i*~*∈V*~T~ and *v*~*j*~*∈V*~⊥~ into the set *E*~1~. After obtaining the bipartite graph *G* (*V*~T~,*V*~⊥~,*E*~1~), NCUA selects a minimum dominating set *S* from *V*~T~, which must cover all the nodes in *V*~⊥~. This minimum dominating set is used to determine the driver nodes for controlling the whole network. In NCUA, we select the driver nodes by solving the following ILP: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\min{f = {\sum\limits_{v \in V_{\text{T}}}y_{v}}}} \\
{s.t.{\sum\limits_{\{ v,u\} \in E_{1}}y_{v}} \geq 1(\text{every}\, u \in V_{\bot}),y_{v} \in \left\{ 0,1 \right\}} \\
\end{array},$$ where $\sum\limits_{v \in V_{Τ}}y_{v}$ denotes the number of candidate nodes and *y*~*v*~ is an indicative variable; {*v*,*u*} ∈ *E*1 denotes the edge connecting *v*~*v*~ and *v*~*u*~ in the bipartite graph *G* (*V*~T~,*V*~⊥~,*E*~1~); when node *v* in the up side node set in the bipartite network is within the driver nodes, *y*~*v*~ = 1, and otherwise, *y*~*v*~ = 0;

As is known, problem (7) is an NP-hard ([non-deterministic polynomial-time](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NP_(complexity)) hard) problem \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref048]\]. The NP-hard problem, in [computational complexity theory](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_complexity_theory) is defined as: *a problem H is NP-hard when every problem L in NP can be* [*reduced*](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reduction_(complexity)) *in* [*polynomial time*](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynomial_time) *to H; that is*, *assuming a solution for H takes 1 unit time*, *we can use H‎\'s solution to solve L in polynomial time* \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref048]\]. As a consequence, finding a polynomial algorithm to solve any NP-hard problem would give polynomial algorithms for all the problems in NP, which is unlikely as many of them are considered difficult\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref048]\]. Although it is an NP-hard problem, the optional solution can be obtained for the moderate size graphs with up to a few tens of thousands of nodes by utilizing the LP-based classic branch and bound method \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref049]\].

To easier understand NCUA, we gave the concept comparisons including the network types and targeted states and time complexity and network dynamics between our NCUA and other network control methods including MMS \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref011]--[@pcbi.1007520.ref013]\], DFVS\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref018]\] and MDS\[[@pcbi.1007520.ref019]\] (S2 Table of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). In S4 Fig of **[S2 File](#pcbi.1007520.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**, we used an example to intuitively explain the difference between the NCUA and MMS, MDS and DFVS. We summarized some key points of different structure based network control methods as follow: The MMS control methods investigate the structural controllability of directed networks with linear or local nonlinear dynamics through a minimum set of input nodes and they only give an incomplete view of the network control properties for a system with nonlinear dynamics.MDS control method studies the structural controllability of undirected networks by assuming that each driver node in the MDS model can control its associated edges independently in the undirected networks. Since MDS works with the strong assumption that the controllers can control its outgoing links independently, it requires higher costs in many kinds of networks which may underestimate the structural control analysis of undirected networks.NCUA and DFVS study the structural controllability of undirected and direct networks respectively based on the framework of FC. Therefore NCUA and DFVS methods ultimately depict the structural controllability of the large-scale system with nonlinear dynamics from the respective of FC. Since the FC control method \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref016], [@pcbi.1007520.ref017]\] assumes that the functional form of the governing equations must satisfy some continuous, dissipative, and decaying properties, DFVS and NCUA may be only suitable some specialized nonlinear systems.

Hub genes selection method {#sec018}
--------------------------

The Hub genes selection method regards the hub genes in the constructed network as driver genes. After obtaining the degree distribution of all genes *U* in the personalized state transition network, we use a threshold as introduced in following formula to obtain the hub genes, $$w = \mu(U) + 2\delta(U),$$ where *μ*(*U*) and *δ*(*U*) are the mean and standard variance of the degree distribution *U* of all gene, respectively.

F-measure {#sec019}
---------

To verify the effectiveness of the PNC analysis mainly based on structure based network control methods, the F-measure is considered to assess the enrichment ability of identified personalized driver genes in a given gold standard list (CCG and NCG genes), which considers both the [precision](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_(information_retrieval)) and the [recall](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recall_(information_retrieval)) using the formula: $$F_{i} = \frac{2P_{i}R_{i}}{P_{i} + R_{i}},$$ where *P*~*i*~ denotes the fraction of correctly identified genes among all of the identified genes (precision) and *R*~*i*~ denotes the [fraction](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recall_(information_retrieval)) of correctly identified personalized driver genes among the given dataset (recall).

Enrichment analysis of the personalized driver genes in gold-standard cancer driver gene lists {#sec020}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To estimate the significance of overlap between the predicted personalized driver genes for PNC method and a gold-standard cancer driver gene lists such as Cancer Census Genes and Network of Cancer Genes, we compute the *p*-value by the hyper geometric test \[[@pcbi.1007520.ref038]\] as follow, $$p = P(X \geq k)\text{=}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{\infty}\frac{\left( \begin{array}{l}
K \\
k \\
\end{array} \right)\left( \begin{array}{l}
{N - K} \\
{n - k} \\
\end{array} \right)}{\left( \begin{array}{l}
N \\
n \\
\end{array} \right)}},$$ where *N* is the number of genes in background gene interaction network, *K* is the number of gold-standard cancer driver gene lists, *k* is the number of the predicted personalized driver genes overlapping with the genes in the gold-standard cancer driver gene lists, and *n* is number of the predicted personalized driver genes. If the enrichment *p*-value is less than 0.05, then we regard that this predicted personalized driver genes for PNC method is significantly enriched in the gold-standard cancer driver gene lists.

Enrichment analysis of the individual-specific sub-networks in KEGG pathways {#sec021}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We computed the p-value of the individual specific sub-networks of driver gene (driver gene and its first-order network neighboring genes) enriching in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways by using formula (10), where *N* is the number of all pathways genes, *K* is the number of a given pathway genes, *n* is number of genes in the individual-specific sub-network, and *k* is the number of genes in the individual-specific sub-network overlapping with the genes in a given pathway. If the calculated p-value was less than 0.05, then we regarded that this individual-specific sub-network is significantly enriched in a given KEGG pathway.
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\- Funding information in the \'Financial Disclosure\' box in the online system.

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com> PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see [here](http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/submission-guidelines#loc-materials-and-methods). 

We are sorry that we cannot be more positive about your manuscript at this stage, but if you have any concerns or questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Feixiong Cheng, Ph.D.

Guest Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

Ruth Nussinov

Editor-in-Chief

PLOS Computational Biology
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Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: This manuscript proposes a novel network control-based method for personalized cancer driver gene identification. This method is composed of two parts: a paired single sample network construction method to construct the personalized state transition; and a structure network control method to identify personalized driver genes. The influence of each part of the proposed method was examined. The results from the proposed method were also analyzed in terms of frequencies of personalized driver genes in different cancer types and proportion of genes with rare mutations detected in all the driver genes.

This paper lacks an in-depth and comprehensive introduction to other methods. See (<https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/17/4/642/2240387>) figure 1 and (<https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/47/8/e45/5324448>) figure 1 for a list of methods.

A major problem for this research is the performance comparison. For the comparison, only a few methods were compared (DEG-based, hub-based), whereas none of the more advanced methods (e.g., some methods in the aforementioned two figures) were compared (except for SCS, which was compared in only one dataset). Here are some methods to consider for comparison:

<https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/47/8/e45/5324448>

<https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/456723v3>

<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24516372>

<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4148527/>

As the performance is a very important aspect of a new method, only when through comparison to current state-of-the-art methods are conducted can one draw conclusion about the value of the new method.

Please check the GitHub repo. The code can\'t be downloaded.

Reviewer \#2: This work proposed the personalized network control model (PNC) to identify the personalized driver genes. The authors firstly designed a paired single sample network construction method (Paired-SSN) to construct personalized state transition network. Then a novel structure network control method (NCUA) was presented to identify personalized driver genes. The model is interesting, but the following concerns should be addressed.

1\. The authors mentioned that the existing methods mainly focus on cohort-level driver gene identification, and only compared their model with some simple methods in the manuscript. However, several methods aimed to identify personalized driver genes, such as DawnRank (PMID: 25177370), OncoIMPACT (PMID: 25572314), even SSN (PMID: 27596597), have been proposed. The authors should compare their model with these methods.

2\. The authors should give more details about how to construct co-expression network for each patient.

3\. The driver genes identified by this model were personalized. However, the existing methods they compared were aimed to identify cohort-level driver genes. The authors should describe how to summarize the personalized driver genes at the cohort-level, such as intersection, union, or some other methods.

4\. In P16, the authors said "in the KIRP cancer dataset, NCUA on Paired-SSN had higher F-measure than SSN method\...\...". But it was lower in Figure 3(a).

5\. The authors should give the full name or brief description about LIONESS when it was firstly appeared in P11.

Reviewer \#3: General comments:

This paper describes a novel method that utilizes a personalized network control model (PNC) and a structure network control method to identify the personalized driver genes by integrating the gene expression data of individual cancer patients and gene interaction network. Some components of the methodology are unnecessarily complicated and not justified well. Some datasets used in the study could be chosen more wisely. Additionally, more details are needed in order to completely evaluate the significance of the results, and a more high-level description of the proposed method would help readers to understand the intuition behind the method. The text of this paper is too theoretical and mathematical and lacks corresponding biological interpretation. It may provide valuable insight if the following concerns are addressed.

Major Comments:

a.In the last paragraph of introduction part, the authors stated that "our PNC model provides a new powerful tool for identifying the personalized driver genes of individual patients and gives novel insights for understanding tumor heterogeneity in cancer.", However, how the PNC gives novel insights for understanding tumor heterogeneity in cancer should be illustrated in the paper with at least some case studies, which is currently missing.

b.The biological intuition behind the PNC model is missing. It would be interesting if the authors can provide some examples of how their PNC model builds the personalized state transition network, what the biological meaning of the state transition network is. This could provide some biological interpretation of the PNC model.

c.Some high-level description of how the structure network control method takes advantage of the Feedback Vertex Set (FVS)-based control (FC) theory to identify the driver genes and how does it differ from related methods can help readers understand the true intellectual contribution of the paper without figuring out all the mathematical details.

d.The gene interaction network in this paper contains 11,648 genes and 211,974 interactions. There are too many edges, are there any predicated protein-protein interactions included? Are the authors used the protein-protein interactions from the STRING database? In figure1, in the step1 of paired-SSN, the toy figure of the gene interaction network is generated from the STRING database. Are those 211,974 interactions all validated by at least in-vitro experiments in the database? With 211,974 interactions, I would assume a lot of false-positive edges are included, thus leads to biased predictions. If the gene interaction network only has 10,000 very high-quality interactions, will the PNC model still work?

e.The Cancer Census Genes (CCG) and Network of Cancer Genes (NCG) are used as the gold-standard of cancer driver genes, however, are the CCG and NCG are specific for individual patients or not? If the CCG and NCG are not patient-specific driver genes, why should the authors use them as ground-truth? If the CCG and NCG are patient-specific driver genes, there is no need to use such a complex algorithm to predict the personalized driver genes.

f.The authors compared the PNC with DEG-Fold and Hub gene selection, did they compare with somatic mutations, gene amplification, and copy-number changes?

g.In the supplementary note 2, the number of paired samples is less than 80 in 12 cancer types, with such litter number, a lot of theoretical assumptions are not true due to n is small, even n=200 is very different from the assumption . The assumption regarding the distribution of PCC, the distribution of ∆PCC and so on are not true. The sample-specific network theory can't be applied in such a situation with limited numbers of patients.

h.I am not sure how the driver genes are defined?

i.There is no time-serious data, I am not sure how many states does the nodes have in the personalized state transition networks, how to determine the transition states? How to characterize the state transition of each individual in the PNC? Also in the supplementary file, in equation s2, t→∞, I am not sure what the t represents physically? As all the data are static.

j.In Table S2, the NCUA is an NP-hard problem, i.e., every time one performs the NUCA, and the result can be different.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Computational Biology* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.
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3 Oct 2019

Dear Dr Guo,

Thank you very much for submitting your manuscript, \'A novel network control model for identifying personalized driver genes in cancer\', to PLOS Computational Biology. As with all papers submitted to the journal, yours was fully evaluated by the PLOS Computational Biology editorial team, and in this case, by independent peer reviewers. The reviewers appreciated the attention to an important topic but identified some aspects of the manuscript that should be improved.

We would therefore like to ask you to modify the manuscript according to the review recommendations before we can consider your manuscript for acceptance. Your revisions should address the specific points made by each reviewer and we encourage you to respond to particular issues Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.raised.

In addition, when you are ready to resubmit, please be prepared to provide the following:

\(1\) A detailed list of your responses to the review comments and the changes you have made in the manuscript. We require a file of this nature before your manuscript is passed back to the editors.

\(2\) A copy of your manuscript with the changes highlighted (encouraged). We encourage authors, if possible to show clearly where changes have been made to their manuscript e.g. by highlighting text.

\(3\) A striking still image to accompany your article (optional). If the image is judged to be suitable by the editors, it may be featured on our website and might be chosen as the issue image for that month. These square, high-quality images should be accompanied by a short caption. Please note as well that there should be no copyright restrictions on the use of the image, so that it can be published under the Open-Access license and be subject only to appropriate attribution.

Before you resubmit your manuscript, please consult our Submission Checklist to ensure your manuscript is formatted correctly for PLOS Computational Biology: <http://www.ploscompbiol.org/static/checklist.action>. Some key points to remember are:

\- Figures uploaded separately as TIFF or EPS files (if you wish, your figures may remain in your main manuscript file in addition).

\- Supporting Information uploaded as separate files, titled \'Dataset\', \'Figure\', \'Table\', \'Text\', \'Protocol\', \'Audio\', or \'Video\'.

\- Funding information in the \'Financial Disclosure\' box in the online system.

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com>  PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

We hope to receive your revised manuscript within the next 30 days. If you anticipate any delay in its return, we ask that you let us know the expected resubmission date by email at <ploscompbiol@plos.org>.

If you have any questions or concerns while you make these revisions, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Feixiong Cheng, Ph.D.

Guest Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

Ruth Nussinov

Editor-in-Chief

PLOS Computational Biology

A link appears below if there are any accompanying review attachments. If you believe any reviews to be missing, please contact <ploscompbiol@plos.org> immediately:

\[LINK\]

Dear Dr. Guo,

Thank you for submitting the revised manuscript. Two reviewers are satisfied your revision, however, one reviewer pointed out several key issues as well. For example, quality of networks used in you study have to be balanced and discussed carefully. Please respond those comments carefully.

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: The authors have addressed my concerns.

Reviewer \#2: The authors have addressed all my concerns.

Reviewer \#3: General comments:

The authors have addressed most of my questions, however, based on the responses, I have the following comments:

a\. The authors have used a gene interaction network from multiple types of datasets, including the gene co-expressions and text-mined interactions. However, these two types of gene interactions are unreliable and with low quality. The authors might need to remove those gene interactions, and re-do the corresponding analysis. As the edges of the integrated networks are still too much, 211,974 interactions, removing the unreliable interactions might help to reduce the number of edges.

b\. According to Figure 3, the variance of the proposed PNC approach is rather larger than other approaches, actually, the performance of PNC is comparable to the frequency approach. Also, a lot of previously published approaches, such as DriverNet, OncoDriveFM, and SCS, their performances are very poor and might not as good as even the frequency approach. I guess that using the gene interaction data from the DawnRank approach might lead to biased predictions and comparisons.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Computational Biology* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: None

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).
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30 Oct 2019

Dear Dr Guo,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript \'A novel network control model for identifying personalized driver genes in cancer\' has been provisionally accepted for publication in PLOS Computational Biology.

Before your manuscript can be formally accepted you will need to complete some formatting changes, which you will receive in a follow up email. Please be aware that it may take several days for you to receive this email; during this time no action is required by you. Once you have received these formatting requests, please note that your manuscript will not be scheduled for publication until you have made the required changes.

In the meantime, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pcompbiol/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information to ensure an efficient production and billing process.

One of the goals of PLOS is to make science accessible to educators and the public. PLOS staff issue occasional press releases and make early versions of PLOS Computational Biology articles available to science writers and journalists. PLOS staff also collaborate with Communication and Public Information Offices and would be happy to work with the relevant people at your institution or funding agency. If your institution or funding agency is interested in promoting your findings, please ask them to coordinate their releases with PLOS (contact <ploscompbiol@plos.org>).

Thank you again for supporting Open Access publishing. We look forward to publishing your paper in PLOS Computational Biology.

Sincerely,

Feixiong Cheng, Ph.D.

Guest Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

Ruth Nussinov

Editor-in-Chief

PLOS Computational Biology
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18 Nov 2019

PCOMPBIOL-D-19-01026R2

A novel network control model for identifying personalized driver genes in cancer

Dear Dr Guo,

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been formally accepted for publication in PLOS Computational Biology. Your manuscript is now with our production department and you will be notified of the publication date in due course.

The corresponding author will soon be receiving a typeset proof for review, to ensure errors have not been introduced during production. Please review the PDF proof of your manuscript carefully, as this is the last chance to correct any errors. Please note that major changes, or those which affect the scientific understanding of the work, will likely cause delays to the publication date of your manuscript.

Soon after your final files are uploaded, unless you have opted out, the early version of your manuscript will be published online. The date of the early version will be your article\'s publication date. The final article will be published to the same URL, and all versions of the paper will be accessible to readers.

Thank you again for supporting PLOS Computational Biology and open-access publishing. We are looking forward to publishing your work!

With kind regards,

Matt Lyles

PLOS Computational Biology \| Carlyle House, Carlyle Road, Cambridge CB4 3DN \| United Kingdom <ploscompbiol@plos.org> \| Phone +44 (0) 1223-442824 \| [ploscompbiol.org](http://ploscompbiol.org) \| \@PLOSCompBiol
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